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Abstract
In association football, the development of multimodal summaries is of great importance to both broadcasters
and spectators since a large number of viewers choose to follow just the soccer game highlights. The
fundamental drive for the development of summarization systems is the requirement to manage huge amounts
of data in different formats. By highlighting the most pertinent facts and limiting or omitting unnecessary
aspects, summarization helps avoid ”information overload.” The properties of the audio signals during a
particular event can be used to calculate excitement among the audience when the event happened and filter
events based on their importance to the audience. A root-mean-square (RMS) analysis of audio events was
carried out to analyse the excitement across the events in the SoccerNet dataset. It was clearly seen that
important events with excitement have a high and distinguishable RMS audio intensity. It was also observed
that the generated noise of the crowd was significantly different across various events between the home and
away team. The intensity was higher for events related to the home team. Likewise, as the wavelet has the
benefit of integrating a wave with a specific period, Morlet wavelet analysis was performed for various event
types, and the power of the signal across various wavelet scales was analyzed. A distinct signature across
various wavelet scales was observed for different events.
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1. Introduction

Soccer’s market position in the global sports industry
is enormous, and the demand for soccer-related video
material continues to climb[1]. In this sense, it is vital
to provide game summaries and an overview of the
game’s most critical events. In spite of this,
annotating and creating events and summaries
involves expensive equipment and a substantial
amount of tedious, arduous human labour. The
automation of the soccer game summary and perhaps
summarization process allows for the speedy
production of game highlights at a much-reduced
price.

Due to the fact that a large number of viewers opt to
watch just the game’s biggest highlights, the creation
of multimodal summaries is crucial for both
broadcasters and fans[2]. The availability of a huge

number of games and multimedia material heightens
the need of real-time or near-real-time summarization
systems[3]. The need to handle vast quantities of data
in multiple forms is the driving force behind the
creation of summarization systems. By emphasising
the most important information and reducing or
deleting irrelevant details, a summary helps prevent
”information overload.”

Our contributions are as follows:

• We explored RMS-based and wavelet-based
audio intensity analysis methods to evaluate
excitements on audience.

• We analysed audio in the game videos in
SoccerNet[4] dataset and found that interesting
events (goal, penalty, etc) have higher audio
intensity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
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Section 2, the background information and a brief
overview of related work are provided. The SoccerNet
dataset to be used for preliminary analysis is
elaborated in Section 4. In Section 3, the proposed
approach is described in detail, including various
alternative methods for audio intensity analysis.
Demonstration of the preliminary findings from the
SoccerNet dataset is presented in Section 5. The
initial results and insights are discussed in Section 5.3.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1 Sports Analytics and Related
Applications

Whilst video material has been the primary source for
automated knowledge extraction in soccer for many
years, event data offers richer context information and
needs less processing, making it more relevant in
sports analytics [2]. Nanayakkara et al. [5] explored
the importance of text-based commentaries available
from sports websites, along with temporal
information, for event classification in sports
analytics.

2.2 Soccer Game Summarization

The demand for soccer game summarization is
increasing due to the preference of a large audience to
view only important parts of events in video form as
well as textual summaries of the game. Proper event
detection and highlight prioritization are absolutely
essential for a good summarization system[6, 7, 3]. A
general framework for sports video summarization
and its application to soccer footage is provided by
earlier work by Li et al. [8]. An extractive
multi-modal summarization (MMS) technique is
provided by Li et al. [9] for asynchronous collections
of text, images, audio, and video to generate a textual
summary.

In their summarising process, Sanabria [2] combines
event and audio data as input to a hierarchical recurrent
neural network to determine which recommendations
should be included in the summary. They utilise audio
to assess the game’s level of excitement.

2.3 Event Detection and Highlights
Prioritization

Event selection and prioritization in the summarization
system are usually done with static rules for different

types of events. Earlier works utilised audio intensity
information along with heuristic criteria derived from
human analysis of sports video footage to predict goal
events in basketball videos [10].

Hanjalic et al. [11] used the variations in sound energy
across a video as one of the excitement components,
which are then used to search for highlights at points
when the video’s content elicits tremendous
enthusiasm in the viewer. Tjondronegoro et al. [12]
employed audio for a summarization technique,
recognising whistle sounds dependent on the audio’s
frequency and pitch. Kime et al. [13] proposed an
automated method for extracting goal events from
soccer videos based only on audio characteristics,
without the use of costly video-based features.
Duxans et al. [14] used acoustic aspects of the audio
track, namely the block energy and the acoustic
repetition index, for identifying and creating video
summaries of soccer game highlights. Recent work by
Rongved et al. [15] evaluates different neural
networks based approaches with model fusion on
different combinations with audio and video, to
identify and categorise events in soccer footage using
the SoccerNet dataset. Combining additional
information from game metadata and captions can aid
the event Detection and highlights the prioritization
process.

2.4 MultiModel Approaches

Raventos et al. [16] condemn methodologies that
focus only on visual analysis and overlook the vital
information offered by the audio channel. It
emphasizes the importance of audio detectors, which
are essential for the interpretation and scoring of
video images. Using audio-visual Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) characteristics, Haruyama et
al. [17] suggested a method for evaluating noteworthy
soccer video sequences using weighted majority
voting based on SVM-based calculations. The results
indicate that evaluating both auditory and visual
sequences is advantageous for understanding the
importance of critical moments, particularly in soccer
games where game situations impact not only player
actions but also the applause of the crowd.
Vanderplaetse et al. [18] analysed a variety of
methods for incorporating audio stream into
video-only-based architectures for 500 game videos in
SoccerNet dataset [4]. Significant improvements were
found with such fusion for both the action
classification and the action spotting task over a
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video-only baseline. Recently Gautam et al. [19]
presented a soccer game summarization pipeline that
could generate a summary from the input captions or
metadata of the events. They use audio levels in the
video around the event timeframe to calculate the
intensity that was used to filter the events to be
included in the summary. Figure 4 shows Audio Viz
Dashboard used in Gautam et al.[19]. The RMS audio
intensity around the event is used to rank the event.
Important events, according to the excitement in the
audio, are filtered to be included in the summary.

3. Proposed Methodology

Audio intensity analysis can support automatic video
summarization pipelines, by enabling the calculation
of excitement around different events, and can be used
as a filter to select game highlights based on audience-
perceived importance. In this section, we propose
alternative approaches for audio intensity analysis.

Figure 1 shows the use of audio filter in summarization
pipeline. The audio from a particular event is used to
calculate excitement around that event and filter the
events based on their importance.

Root-mean-square (RMS) Analysis Using the
audio samples or spectrogram, the RMS value for
each audio frame may be determined. The RMS value
of a signal is determined as the square root of the
average of the signal sample’s squared values[20]. For
a collection of complex-valued signals represented as
N discrete sampled values − [x0,x1, · · · ,xN−1], the
mean square value xRMS is provided as in Equation 1.

xRMS =

√
|x0|2 + |x1|2 + · · ·+ |xN−1|2

N
=

√
1
N

N−1

∑
n=0

|x[n]|2

(1)

RMS value calculation from audio samples seems to
be efficient since no STFT computation is required.
However, since spectrogram frames can be windowed,
spectrograms provide a more precise depiction of
energy across time; hence, the use of spectrogram for
RMS value calculation is preferred. Using frequency
domain components X [k] and Parseval’s theorem, it is
also possible to calculate the root mean square value
as in Equation 2.

xRMS :

√
1
N

N−1

∑
n=0

|x[n]|2 =

√
1

N2

N−1

∑
k=0

|X [k]|2 (2)

Wavelet Analysis The wavelet has the benefit of
combining a wave with a certain period and being
limited in size. The Morlet wavelet, a popular and
straightforward wavelet, as seen in Figure 2, is actually
a Sine wave multiplied by a Gaussian envelope.

The formula for mother wavelet for the Morlet wavelet
transform is shown in Equation 3.

ψ0(η) = π
−1/4eiω0ηe−η2/2 (3)

The number of oscillations inside the wavelet itself is
denoted by the wavenumber w0. In practice, w0 = 6 is
set such that the wavelet’s mean is zero. To effectively
sample all frequencies included in the time series, a
set of scaling parameters s, also known as the scale
or period, is selected. First, the lowest resolvable
scale, s0, is selected and then multiplied by a constant
multiple up to the maximum scale. The greatest scale
should be less than half of the whole time series.

4. Dataset and Dashboard

SoccerNet [4] is an open dataset that focuses on the
localization of rare occurrences in extensive video
game footage. It comprises a total of 764 hours of 500
uncut soccer broadcasts, annotated with 3 key event
categories: goal, yellow/red card, and player
substitution. The annotation granularity is adjusted to
a one-second resolution.

Listing 1: Data structure for the action spotting task
of SoccerNet-V2. (*) Field optional.

{
# S t a r t

” U r l L o c a l ” : <pa th > ,
” Ur lYoutube ” ( * ) : <l i n k > ,
” a n n o t a t i o n s ” : [ { . . . } ] ,

# End
”gameAwayTeam” : <team name> ,
” gameDate ” : <t imes tamp > ,
”gameHomeTeam” : <team name> ,
” gameScore ” : < i n t > − < i n t >

}

SoccerNet-V2 [1] extends the number of action
classes from 3 to 17. The structure of the dataset for
the SoccerNet-V2 action detection task is shown in
Listing 1, along with the structure of the event
annotations in 2. Figure 3 depicts the per-game
distribution of the occurrence of different types of
events in the SoccerNet dataset.
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Figure 1: Audio-based Filter in Summarization Pipeline

Figure 2: Mother Morlet Wavelet

Listing 2: Annotation structure for sample event in
the action spotting task of SoccerNet-V2.

{
” gameTime ” : <h a l f Number> − <t ime from s t a r t o f t h e h a l f > ,
” l a b e l ” : <a c t i o n type > ,
” p o s i t i o n ”

: <t ime i n ms from b e g i n n i n g of game> ,
” team ”

: <home / away / n o t a p p l i c a b l e > ,
” v i s i b i l i t y ” : <v i s i b l e / n o t shown>

}

In this work, we use the SoccerNet-V2 dataset for the
action spotting task, to demonstrate various audio
intensity analysis methods. We also make use of
”AudioViz”, an audio intensity dashboard
implemented by [19] for understanding the correlation
between audio intensity levels and the events in a
soccer game video. This dashboard plays the game
video along with indicators for the corresponding
audio levels, event annotations, and an ordered list of
the top events in the game during which the audio
intensity was highest. The dashboard can be used as a
validator for filtering game highlights according to
perceived importance (based on audio intensity). The
tool is provided as open-source software for the

Figure 3: The distribution of the number of
occurrences of different types of events per game in
SoccerNet.

community.

5. Experiments and Results

In this section, we try to answer a number of research
questions using the proposed methodology outlined in
Sections 3 and 4.

1. Is there a significant difference between
different types of events in terms of the overall
intensity of the game audio around the event
(including all artefacts such as audience cheer,
commentator voice, etc.)? If so, what is the
order of the magnitude of the overall audio
intensity for each type of event?

2. Is there a difference between the overall audio
intensity associated with events of the same type,
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Figure 4: AudioViz Dashboard

according to whether the event is related to the
home team or the away team?

3. Is there a difference between the overall audio
intensity associated with events, according to
whether the event happened in the first half or
the second half of the game?

4. Is there a difference between the audio
associated with different types of events, in
terms of frequency composition?

5.1 Root-mean-square(RMS) Analysis

Using this method, we try to answer questions 1, 2 and
3.

Source df F Sig.
Event 15 666.529 .000
Host 1 6.614 .010
HalfTime 1 .004 .949
Event *Host 15 17.506 .000
Event * HalfTime 15 2.514 .001
Host * HalfTime 1 .249 .617

a. R Squared = .096 (Adjusted R Squared = .095 )

Table 1: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for
Dependent Variable: Audio RMS

To answer the research questions a generalized linear

Figure 5: Mean audio RMS between different events
related to home and away team.
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model (GLM) was conducted to compare the RMS in
different events and home vs away matches. The
results are reported in Table 1, where Event indicates
16 different types of events in the dataset, Host
indicates whether the event was from a home or away
team, and Hal f Time indicates whether the event
occurred in the first or second half. The results
indicate that there is a significant main effect of the
event on the RMS, and a significant main effect on
home/away matches. This means that as we expected
the generated noise of the crowd was significantly
different across various events and if it happened for
the home or the away team. There was no significant
main effect found for half, meaning that the level of
noise from the crowd stayed the same on different half
times. However, there is a significant interaction
between half and type of event, meaning that there
some events create a different noise across two
different half times. In addition, a significant
interaction found between the hosting and the event,
meaning that depending on whether it’s home or away,
events have a different noise, for example, goals for
the home team generated a significantly higher RMS
than away matches as shown in 5.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of audio RMS of
different types of events. The higher RMS value
represents the higher excitement in the game. The
order of importance of events across the dataset can
be seen in Figure 6. It was found that the goal event
has the highest RMS intensity followed by the penalty
event.

5.2 Wavelet Analysis

Using this method, we try to answer question 4.

Figure 7 shows a time-series of 1-second audio
sample from a goal event form the dataset. Figure 8
shows the normalized wavelet power spectrum for the
goal event with an audio time-series shown in Figure
7. The y-axis shows the variation of period, which
ranges from the smallest resolvable scale of 2 to
16384, which is around half of the full-time series
samples. The hatched area has also been termed the
cone of influence, with its conical boundary being the
contour line for significance level.

Figure 9 shows the global wavelet spectrum for the
goal event with the wavelet power spectrum shown in
Figure 8. The gray level indicated the Fourier
spectrum. The blue line in the figure represents the
global wavelet spectrum, with the red line reflecting

Figure 6: The distribution of audio RMS of different
types of events.

Figure 7: 1-second time audio series after a goal
event

Figure 8: Wavelet Power Spectrum
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Figure 9: Global Wavelet Spectrum

Figure 10: Power distribution across Wavelet scales

the significance level. The y-axis only shows the
variation of period from the smallest resolvable scale
of 2 to 512, as the results around the higher order
were not much interesting, as seen in Figure 8.

Figure 10 shows a multiple-box-plot of power values
like shown in global wavelet spectrum in Figure 8.

Only periods from 2 to 512, which are multiples of
2, are chosen for only five of the different events. A
distinct signature across various wavelet scales was
observed for different events. For instance, the power
of scale 32 was distinctly higher for red-card events
when compared to other event types. The power at
scales 32 and 128 was seen to be highest in shots,
offsides, and goal events.

5.3 Discussion

This work explored the use of filters using audio as
input to the summarization pipeline to decide which
events should be in the summary. According to the
RMS analysis, it was found from the analysis of the
audio from the videos that interesting events have

high audio intensity and they capture the excitement
of the crowd. It is seen from Figure 6 that the goal
event had the largest distribution of RMS audio
intensity, making it the most intriguing aspect of the
game for the audience. Similarly, additional
noteworthy occurrences include penalties, shots, and
card events, in that order. Similarly, RMS analysis
demonstrated that the acoustic intensity of home team
events is greater than that of away team events.
However, there was no notable difference between the
first and second half in terms of the intensity of the
incidents. Wavelet analysis showed that the
distribution of the power at different scales was
different across events. The distribution of the power
at different scales of ’Shots on target’ events was
found to be similar to that of ’goal event’.
Interestingly, the power at scales 32 was the highest
among other scales across all the events.

6. Conclusion

The use of audio as input to the filters in the
summarization pipeline to capture the importance of
the event was explored. Since it was clearly seen that
important events with excitement have high and
distinguishable audio intensity, they are good
candidates to be used in the filter module of a
summarization pipeline. The exploration also showed
that the events for the home team have higher
excitement compared with the events for the away
team. However, the statistics showed that the
difference between the intensities between different
halves was not very significant in the dataset explored.
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